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bring more than he is certain to sell. This is often
exhausted before the last buyer conies to the store,
and if one wishes to make sure of the supply one must
order it the evening before.
Bean cake is used as fertilizer on the farm. This is
heavy and takes up much space like bricks. The
agent boat cannot be cumbered with this type of
goods. Thus there are special stores for them in the
village. The medicine store sells Chinese herbal
medicines. These are usually sold at high retail
prices and are often needed at a moment's notice,
therefore the store finds a place in the village.
5, AGENT BOATS AS CONSUMERS* BUYING  AGENT
The village stores cannot meet all the daily needs of
the villagers. For instance, there is no place in the
village from which such essential goods as salt and sugar
can be bought. These must be fetched by agent boats.
The agent boats offer a free daily service to purchase
necessities from the town and derive their income from
acting as selling agents of the villagers. They play
an important function in the village economy. This
institution is common in the region round the Lake
Tai, and it has led to a special development of the
neighbouring towns.
Every morning, about seven o'clock, the agent boats
begin to be active. There are four boats in the village ;
two plying on Stream A and two on Streams B and C
(II-4). As the boats move along the stream, the
villagers give their orders to the agent, " Twenty
coppers of oil for this bottle and thirty coppers of wine
in that container, please/' The agent collects the
bottles and money. Without counting he throws the
money on the floor of the hinder part of the boat. He

